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NEWS RELEASE

April 4, 1995
SEVEN UM STUDENTS W IN PRELIM INARY FU LBR IG H T APPROVAL
M ISSOULA—
Seven students from The University of Montana-Missoula have been recommended for
Fulbright grants by the national Fulbright committee, a record high number for the University, UM
Fulbright adviser Wil Rolfe announced.
The seven have received preliminary approval to teach and/or conduct research projects in
Europe, South America and Africa. They now await final approval from the host countries, which
Rolfe said is usually routine.
"I think it’s 80 percent in the bag," he said.
While UM’s peer institutions average less than one Fulbright scholar a year, an abundance
of Fulbright scholars isn’t unusual at UM, Rolfe said. For the 1994-95 academic year, UM had
four Fulbright scholars, the same number as larger universities such as the University of Arizona,
the University of Califomia-Davis and Rice University.
UM President George Dennison attributed UM’s comparatively high numbers of Fulbright
scholars to the quality of instruction available at the University.
"This is really great for those young people," he said. "Wil Rolfe has done a great job."
Three of UM’s Fulbright prospects for the 1995-96 academic year have applied for English
teaching assistantships in Europe, while the other four will concentrate on research projects.
M issoula residents Annalisa Conrad, a senior in German, and Aimee Meuchel, a senior in
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German and communications, plan to teach English in Germany, and Elizabeth Hubble, a senior in
history from Stanford, plans to teach English in France. Meuchel and Hubble also intend to work
on individual projects while in their host countries. Meuchel will study the role of women in
German society while Hubble researches French rural education systems.
Charles Clark, a graduate student in sociology from Troy, proposes to study how land
ownership and property rights in four Guatemalan towns affect deforestation. Jon Boyle, a senior
in biology and French from Great Falls, plans to study mollusk genetics in France.
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Thiesen, a senior in chemistry and geology from Missoula, plans to research water quality in rivers
in Argentina, and Robin Yerian, a senior in French from Hamilton, proposes to study maintenance
of cultural identity in Senegal.
A total of nine UM students applied for Fulbright grants this year. Rolfe said UM usually
has eight to ten applicants, and the high number of students recommended this year was due to the
quality of the applicants.
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Contact: Wil Rolfe, (406) 243-2980.
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